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From an economics perspective the growth picture was mixed over the quarter. The 
euro zone slowed noticeably in Q1 2018 (not helped by the ‘Beast from the East’ 
and a number of strikes in France and Germany) but we expect growth to rebound 
in Q2. The Chinese economy also appears to have lost some impetus so far in 2018 
although in contrast the US continues to perform well. 

Chart 2 shows that 2018 growth forecasts are largely unchanged in recent months, 
albeit with the exception of expected small downgrades for the Euro zone given its 
weak start. So despite some headlines to the contrary, the world economy remains 
on track for another good performance in 2018. 

Equities rally in spite of geopolitical, trade concerns 
Geopolitics and trade concerns were again to the fore in the second quarter of 
2018. The temperature of US-Sino trade tensions heated up and for the first 
time the Eurozone got pulled into the cross fire late in the quarter. The new Italian 
government was also finally agreed but its populist DNA shook Italian markets 
in particular, briefly reopening the thorny issue of how committed Italy is to euro 
membership. Meanwhile economic concerns swirled around a number of emerging 
markets, hurting their stock markets in the process. 

And yet global stock markets performed strongly in spite of this (chart 1). Investors’ 
angst around inflation faded even as headline rates of inflation climbed towards 
quarter end thanks to a big rise in oil prices. Soothing central bank guidance was 
central to this as new Fed Chair Jay Powell in particular reiterated largely unchanged 
guidance on the pace of interest rate changes in the US. The strong profit outlook 
for stock market companies was reinforced by a very positive Q1 earnings season 
where US profits in aggregate grew by 25% (source: Factset). Finally, events in Italy 
and dovish comments from the European Central Bank (ECB) in June weighed on 
the euro, boosting returns for Irish investors in the process. 

Chart 1: Investment Performance Q2 2018
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Rising trade tensions do represent a cloud on the economic horizon. However, 
so far the tariffs proposed and enacted against China look modest when viewed 
against the $500 Billion or so China exported to the US in 2017. The risk is that 
tariffs broaden and escalate to the point where it has a meaningful negative 
impact on global growth and inflation and where it causes business sentiment and 
investment to shrink. So far we’re not at this point. 

Trade difficulties have added to stock market volatility recently and may continue to 
do so as long as trade tensions persist. But the persistence of the global economic 
recovery story remains central to the continuation of the bull market in stocks. 
Provided trade tensions don’t weigh significantly on global growth, our view is that 
equities should be able to overcome the trade issue.

Lest we forget the case for equities is also still supported by strongly growing stock 
market profits. Chart 3 shows that global profits are now forecast to grow by 15% 
in 2018 and that these forecasts edged higher in the second quarter even after the 
impact of the big US tax cut was fully accounted for. 

Chart 3: 2018 Earnings Growth Forecasts

Chart 2: Evolution of 2018 Consensus Economic Growth Forecasts
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Finally, this month we updated our long run return forecasts across the various asset 
classes which we can see in table 1. Our forecasts are largely unchanged since December 
with the exception of bond returns which are up a touch as a result of slight increases in 
bond yields and credit spreads. Generally the long term returns on offer across the various 
asset classes are lower than historical norms, particularly for bond investors. 

Table 1: Long Term Nominal Return Expectations

In the bond space conditions were difficult for investors in the second quarter. 
Government bonds in the Euro zone struggled for most of the second quarter in the face 
of political difficulties in Italy and rising US yields. However they rallied strongly in June 
on the back of the dovish tone Mario Draghi took at the ECB’s June press conference. 
Generally we still expect bond yields to drift higher however given the themes of solid 
growth, improving inflation and less Quantitative Easing (QE) remain in train. 

Despite the commodity sector’s muted performance in the second quarter, oil prices 
increased by 16% thanks to a combination of continued strong demand, enduring 
supply discipline from oil supplying countries and the US’ withdrawal from the Iran 
denuclearisation deal which will hurt medium term supply from that country. Although oil 
prices are now around four year highs we don’t see it as putting significant pressure on 
global economic growth as total oil spend as a percentage of global GDP is still low (chart 
4). While the gain has pushed up headline inflation rates in the short term, we also believe 
it should on its own not translate into a faster pace of interest rate changes in the US. 

Chart 4: Oil spend as a percentage of Global GDP
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Asset Class Long Run Return Estimates
20 Year Historic Return  

(per annum)*
Dec–17 Jun–18

Global Equities 5.6% 5.5% 4.9%

Developed Market Government Bonds 1.5% 1.6% 5.1%

Investment Grade Corporate Bonds 2.5% 2.8% 5.6%

Commercial Property (Prime Europe) 6.3% 6.2% 7.0%

Liquid Alternatives (Absolute Return) 3.5% 3.5%

Inflation 1.5% 1.5%

60/40 Equity/Govt. Bond Split 4.0% 3.9% 5.0%

*Source: Bank of Ireland Investment Markets, 
Moodys Analytics, June 2018

US Government Bond Historic return from Citi 
USBIG 7-10 Year Treasury Index

US Corporate Bond Historic return from Citi 
USBIG Corporate Index

Historic Global Equity returns, source MSCI

Historic Property returns from CBRE Prime 
EU-15 Capital Value Index Q1 1998-Q1 2018

Indicative returns over a ten year period

Warning: Past Performance is not a reliable guide to future performance

Warning: These figures are estimates only, they are not a reliable guide to future performance



US Financials get the ‘all clear’ from the Fed
As we noted above, equities reversed their first quarter weakness with a 6% return on 
the quarter, helped by the 5% rally in the dollar versus the euro over the period. In the 
year to date the technology sector has been the best performer by some distance while 
telecoms and consumer staple stocks have been the laggards. At a geographical level 
the US stock market has been the best performer while Asia and the emerging markets 
have underperformed.  

One theme that remains very hot in the public equity space has been Mergers and 
Acquisitions (M&A) activity which hit an all-time high of nearly USD$2.5 Trillion in the 
first half of the year (see chart 5). The threat of digital disruption has fuelled this, helped 
further by continued low interest rates and richer US corporates following the tax cuts 
enacted late in 2017. 

Chart 5: Worldwide Merger and Acquisition Volumes  
(US$Tn, First Half only)
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In the technology sector Microsoft* agreed to acquire privately held GitHub for $7.5 Billion 
in an all -share transaction, their first large deal since the LinkedIn acquisition in 2016.

GitHub is the world’s leading code-sharing platform, where programmers can store open-
source software available to be used and improved by a broader community. GitHub is 
used by 28 million software developers and the company generates revenue of $400mn 
from subscriptions. For Microsoft, the acquisition provides a new route to reach a growing 
community of developers employed in companies outside the tech industry, and sell it 
more Microsoft software development tools. The acquisition is expected boost adjusted 
operating income from 2020 onwards. 

Apple* and Samsung Electronics* also ended their 7 year legal battle in the US over the 
iPhone design with an undisclosed settlement. Apple announced that Oprah Winfrey will 
produce TV shows to bolster content for their TV network. A likely platform will be a TV 
app to compete with Netflix and Amazon.

In the Financial sector the US Federal Reserve recently published the results of its annual 
stress tests adding that “The largest banks have strong capital levels and after making 
their approved capital distributions would retain their ability to lend even in a severe 
recession”. Only Deutsche Bank’s* US operations were singled out as a fail. Wells Fargo* 
was given the green light to make $33 Billion in dividends and share buybacks (12% of 
market cap) over the coming 12 months overtaking JP Morgan as the largest shareholder 
return in the US banks sector. 

American Express* also won an important legal case against the US Department of 
Justice (DoJ). The case started when the DoJ sued American Express for curbing retailers 
who steered customers towards other cards that charged less than American Express. 
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In the challenged retail sector Walgreen Boots Alliance* announced a $10 Billion 
share buyback and a 10% dividend increase with its quarterly earnings to end May. 
Net sales rose 14% to $34.3 Billion boosted by last year’s purchase of Rite Aid’s 
stores. The company raised the lower end of its guidance for fiscal 2018 to $6 per 
share. However its thunder was stolen by Amazon’s* announcement it was buying 
PillPack*, an online start up pharmacy retailer for an estimated $1 Billion. Walgreen 
shares fell 10% as the market reacted negatively to Amazon’s* entry to this sector.

Overall we retain our view that global equities should form a part of a long term 
portfolio. Currently looking at the forward price earnings ratio, the global stocks are 
reasonably valued relative to history. The recent pullback in markets has lowered the 
valuation multiple to 14x below its long term average of 16x. We continue to favour 
global dividend paying companies with strong balance sheets that sell on reasonable 
valuations with a long track record in delivering returns.
*Reference to specific securities should not be construed as a recommendation to buy or sell these individual securities. The information 
provided is intended only for your information purposes and should not be passed to any third persons. The information may not be 
reproduced or circulated without prior permission from BOI Investment Markets 

Warning: Past Performance is not a reliable guide to future performance
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Another tricky quarter for bonds 
Bond markets continued to struggle in the second quarter of 2018 with almost all 
sectors registering losses in the period (table 2). Euro zone bond markets suffered 
the most significant losses as investor concerns around Italy following the formation 
of its populist government weighed on Italian bonds. The ECB’s messaging around 
ending its Quantitative Easing program was unchanged in the quarter but President 
Draghi’s more dovish tone at his June press conference took some pressure off Euro 
zone bonds late in the quarter, reducing their losses for the period. 

In the US, bond yields slipped back following a particularly difficult first quarter 
thereby leading to a slightly better performance. As we noted earlier, investor 
concerns around inflation abated slightly which helped bond market sentiment in the 
US in particular. In addition the rising trade tensions as the quarter progressed were 
another support for bonds. 

Emerging market bonds endured another very tough quarter as economic problems 
in Argentina and Turkey emerged, with the Argentinian episode ultimately leading up 
to an aid package from the IMF. The big jump in the US dollar in the second quarter 
also pressured emerging market bonds. In contrast high yield bonds rebounded in 
the second quarter, posting decent gains as equity markets recovered.  

Table 2: Bond Market Performance
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Local Currency

Index Q2 2018

Citi WorldBIG Index (Euro hedged) -0.6%

Citi EuroBig Index -0.5%

Citi EuroBIG Sovereign Index -0.9%

Citi EuroBIG Sovereign 10Yr+ Index -1.4%

Citi EuroBIG Corporate Index 0.0%

Citi US Big Treasury Index 0.1%

Citi US Big Mortgage Index 0.3%

Citi US Corporate Index -1.0%

Citi US High Yield Index 1.1%

Citi Global Emerging Sovereign Index -3.6%

Source: Bloomberg, Citibank, June 2018

Although global growth softened slightly in the quarter, central banks are still 
expected to gradually pull back from their ultra-loose interest rate policies. These, 
coupled with the improving inflation picture remain headwinds for government 
bonds. Therefore we believe there may be improved opportunities to invest in 
government bonds should bond yields drift higher over the next twelve months. 

Credit markets, which include investment grade corporate debt, non-agency 
mortgage backed securities, high yield debt and emerging market debt have 
performed extremely well in the last two years on the back of the global expansion 
and we are now looking at reducing our exposure to these sectors of the bond 
market.



Country 2Yr Yield 5Yr Yield 10Yr Yield 30Yr Yield

US 2.53% 2.74% 2.86% 2.99%

UK 0.72% 1.02% 1.28% 1.73%

Japan -0.13% -0.11% 0.03% 0.71%

Switzerland -0.78% -0.51% -0.11% 0.48%

Germany -0.67% -0.31% 0.30% 1.02%

Ireland -0.57% -0.14% 0.81% 1.60%

Source: Bloomberg, June 2018

Table 3: Government Bond Yields (30 June 2018)

Warning: Past Performance is not a reliable guide to future performance
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Chart 6: Liquid Alternative Strategy Performances

Challenging quarter for alternatives
The second quarter of 2018 was a difficult environment for liquid alternative 
strategies in Europe. Liquid European alternatives outperformed global bonds 
(currency hedged) but disappointed relative to the strong returns from equities. The 
European liquid alternatives market retuned -0.3% in the 2nd quarter and is down 
1% year to date (see chart 6 for performances). June was the most difficult month 
for the asset class in the second quarter with a negative return of -0.6%, April and 
May were more muted however.

Event driven strategies performed well in the quarter, following a good performance 
in June. The sector was helped by a US court ruling rejecting a Department of 
Justice argument that a merger between AT&T and Time Warner would harm 
competition, thereby giving a green light for the takeover. The decision was 
important as it creates the opportunity for more consolidation in the media sector. 

Equity related strategies had a weaker quarter, the sector failed to capture returns in 
rising equity markets. Equity market neutral strategies also struggled to post gains, 
hindered by style rotations among investors in the month. 

The global macro sector has struggled most since the start of the year with the 
index losing 2.6%. Here performance has been buffeted by the changing geopolitical 
environment. Trade war talk and political risk in Europe have impacted returns for 
this style. Emerging markets have also been key area for these investors in 2018 but 
emerging markets have struggled this year as rising trade tensions have impacted 
the region. A trade war would impact the growth expectations in many export 
oriented emerging market economies. Some of the worst performing countries in the 
quarter were all emerging markets economies and include Argentina, Turkey, Brazil 
and China. 

The performance over the quarter was disappointing given the strong returns from 
equities but we still believe the asset class has a strong long term role to play in 
investor portfolios. Over the medium term alternative investments will dampen 
the risk in an overall portfolio but they also have the potential to enhance portfolio 
returns resulting in a smoother journey towards achieving investors’ objectives. 

Warning: Past Performance is not a reliable guide to future performance

Warning: These figures are estimates only, they are not a reliable guide to future performance
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Strong first quarter 2018 for European market
The prime commercial property market in Europe grew solidly in the first quarter 
of 2018 although the pace of growth in rents and capital values is slowing. Capital 
values for the CBRE Combined (Office, Retail and Industrial) Prime EU-15 index 
moved up by 1.9% in Q1, the office market leading the gains with an increase of 
2.7%. Rents increased by 0.8% in the quarter with office rents up by 1.3%. Overall 
though the pace of rent inflation continues to slow – Prime EU-15 combined sector 
rents rose by 3.5% in the year to the end of March 2018, the slowest pace of annual 
growth since Q4 2014 (chart 7).

The CBRE Prime EU-15 Index yield stood at 3.8% in Q1 2018, the lowest since the 
index began in 1986. However vacancy rates in the office sector drifted lower to 8% 
in the quarter, the lowest since Q4 2008. This should help support short term rental 
conditions in the office space.

Chart 7: Annual Change in CBRE EU-15 Prime Rent Indices

The macroeconomic and real estate market outlook is broadly unchanged since last 
quarter, although Italian politics has once again given political commentators and 
economists alike something to write about.

Given its lagged recovery, the Eurozone should see above trend near term economic 
growth which is positive for the commercial property market there. The UK economy 
is decelerating, however re-pricing of the UK market may give rise to relative 
outperformance from 2019 onwards. Across the rest of Europe, analysts are positive 
on the real estate outlook for the remainder of 2018. In addition, our long term 
commercial property return forecasts which we saw in table 1 remained broadly 
unchanged at the end of the first half of 2018. 
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Asset Class Scale (1-5) Comment

Public 
Equities

4 Global public equities still offer reasonable long term 
returns in a low inflation environment

Government 
Bonds

2 Yields are extremely low compared to historical norms

Corporate 
Bonds

3 Not much further room for corporate bond spreads to 
tighten from here

Liquid 
Alternatives

4 Absolute return strategies producing cash plus type 
returns are a good substitute for government bonds

Property 4 Low interest rate environment favours real assets such 
as property

Cash 2 Negative rates on Euro zone deposits make cash look 
unattractive

Table 4: Updated Investment View*

*Note: Scale (1: Very unfavourable, 2: Unfavourable, 3:Neutral, 4: Favourable, 5 Very Favourable). This is meant 
to be illustrative only and reflects our broad asset class views over the medium to long term. Any changes to a 
fund’s allocations will also take into account other factors including the fund’s investment objective and its particular 
investment guidelines.

Source: Bank of Ireland Investment Markets, July 2018
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Warnings & Disclaimers

Disclaimer

This document has been prepared by Bank of Ireland Investment Markets (BOIIM) on 
the basis of publicly available information, internally developed data and other sources 
believed to be reliable. Whilst all reasonable care has been taken in the preparation of 
this document, we do not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the information 
contained herein and accept no responsibility whatsoever for any loss or damage caused 
by any act or omission made as a result of the information contained in this document. Any 
investment, trading or hedging decision of a party will be based on their own judgment 
and not upon any views expressed by BOIIM or Bank of Ireland Private (BOIPB). The 
content of this document is for information purposes only and does not constitute an 
offer or recommendation to buy or sell any investment or to subscribe to any investment 
management or advisory service. You should obtain independent professional advice 
before making any investment decision. 

If any conflict arises between this document and policy conditions, the policy conditions 
will prevail.

Any expression of opinion reflects current opinions of BOIIM and BOIPB as at April 2018. 
Any opinion expressed (including estimates and forecasts) may be subject to change 
without notice. This publication is based on information available as at April 2018.

For private circulation only. Not to be reproduced in whole or in part without prior 
permission.

Legal Information: Bank of Ireland – The Governor and Company of the Bank of Ireland, 
incorporated by charter in Ireland with Limited Liability. Bank of Ireland is a tied agent of 
New Ireland Assurance Company plc, trading as New Ireland Assurance or Bank of Ireland 
Life, for life assurance and pensions business. Bank of Ireland trading as Bank of Ireland 
Private Banking and as Private Banking is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. “Bank 
of Ireland Private Banking” and “Private Banking” are each registered business names 
of Bank of Ireland. Bank of Ireland also operates under other trading names that will be 
detailed in the terms and conditions that concern the relevant product or service. Bank of 
Ireland is a member of Bank of Ireland Group. Bank of Ireland is regulated by the Central 
Bank of Ireland. Registered number C-1. Registered Office and Head Office: Bank of 
Ireland, 40 Mespil Road, Dublin 4.
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